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over the past two decades, the hedge fund industry has 
experienced tremendous growth and success. the industry 
has grown rapidly both in the number of funds and in assets 
under management. In a recent speech, a Commissioner 
from the securities and exchange Commission (seC) noted 
that the industry managed an estimated $38 billion in 1990, 
$625 billion in 2002, and $1.9 trillion at the end of 2007, 
decreasing to $1.3 trillion at the end of 2008.1 According to 
the data compiled by Hedge Fund research Inc., hedge funds 
had $1.43 trillion in assets at the end of the second quarter 
of 2009.2 In terms of market impact, hedge funds reportedly 
account for 18–22 percent of all trading on the New York 
stock exchange.3

Precipitated by a number of recent phenomena and events, 
hedge fund management is undergoing a fundamental 
transformation. the successful hedge fund managers of 
tomorrow will operate in a very different environment than 
in the past, and will have adapted their business models to 
compete successfully in the new environment.

Business as Usual: The Old School Model

the traditional hedge fund management model is characterized 
by a number of significant attributes: very broad and 
unconstrained investment and operational discretion of the 
managers; relatively little investment and risk transparency; 
a fund structure geared to relatively high liquidity; the 
ready availability of cheap leverage; and the generation of 
performance compensation, a significant portion of which 
is often comprised of capital gains taxed at very favorable 
rates.

Light Regulation

Hedge funds are professionally managed pooled investment 
vehicles that historically have not been regulated under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (Investment 
Company Act). many hedge fund managers have also relied 
on various registration exemptions to avoid registering with the 
seC and state authorities as investment advisers.4 while the 
investment objectives of, and strategies employed by, hedge 
funds can vary tremendously (from the simple to the vastly 
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complex), traditionally hedge fund managers sought to achieve 
positive, absolute returns in both rising and falling markets.

Low Profile; Little Transparency

Unlike mutual funds, hedge funds and their managers have 
sought to maintain, and have been successful in maintaining, 
a relatively low public profile due to the generally unregulated 
private nature of the industry. Hedge funds have historically 
provided less transparency to both investors and regulators 
than other asset classes because, in part, managers generally 
have not been required to register with the seC as investment 
advisers (although a significant number have done so over the 
years due to various reasons, including competitive pressure), 
and hedge funds have avoided regulation as investment 
companies by relying on exemptions from the definition of 
“investment company” found in sections 3(c)(1) and 3(c)(7) 
of the Investment Company Act.

Broad Manager Discretion

the organizational and disclosure documents of many hedge 
funds establish broad objectives, investment strategies 
and disclosures, and may authorize multiple and largely 
unconstrained strategies in order to provide flexibility to 
respond to changing market conditions. the documents also 
typically provide the manager with very broad and absolute 
discretion in managing the fund, such as the discretion, with 
no or very few objective guidelines, to determine when and 
how to implement an array of redemption mitigation tools. 
these tools include fund level or investor level redemption 
gates, redemption lock-ups, redemption suspensions, in-kind 
distributions and the use of side pocket accounts.

Liquidity and High Returns

traditionally, hedge funds were structured to invest in public 
equity and fixed income securities and other types of securities 
that were generally considered to be fairly liquid. Hedge fund 
managers focused on identifying market inefficiencies and 
pricing anomalies to achieve a positive, absolute return while 
maintaining and actively managing a diversified, and often 
highly leveraged, portfolio. It was not uncommon for hedge 
funds to hold securities for short periods of time and to take 
both long and short positions simultaneously. Hedge funds 
offered investors an important diversification tool because 
hedge fund returns, in many cases, were not correlated with 
the broader debt and equity markets. the traditional hedge 
fund model was able to offer investors double-digit, and 
at times triple-digit, returns and, due to the focus on liquid 
portfolios and strategies, fairly generous liquidity terms (e.g., 
annual, semi-annual or quarterly liquidity), especially when 
compared to private equity investments.

Driven by Performance Compensation

Hedge funds are typically organized and managed by their 
investment managers, which receive compensation in the form 

of management fees and performance fees or allocations. 
management fees are asset-based fees (traditionally ranging 
from 1–2 percent of the fund’s net assets) that originally were 
intended to provide investment managers with a more or less 
stable cash flow to fund operations. Unlike management fees, 
performance fees are usually calculated on a periodic basis 
as a percentage of the fund’s net realized and unrealized 
capital appreciation, and have traditionally ranged from 
15–25 percent.5 In the bull markets of the past, hedge fund 
managers earned a lion’s share of their compensation through 
performance fees or allocations. Performance allocations 
that consisted of long term capital gains were taxed at 
very favorable rates, currently 15 percent. the potential for 
significant after-tax income was enormous.

many hedge fund managers were attracted to this space by 
the entrepreneurial aspects of starting their own business, 
the potentially high compensation that can be earned by 
successfully managing a hedge fund, and the absence of a 
government regulator looking closely over their shoulder. over 
the past 20 years, there has been speculation that the best 
and the brightest fund managers have populated the hedge 
fund space for these reasons, although a recent study casts 
some doubt on that theory.6

Events Precipitating Change

A number of relatively recent events have precipitated the 
need for change in the traditional hedge fund business model. 
these events include the phenomenon of “convergence,” the 
unprecedented financial and liquidity crisis of the past two 
years, recent massive and highly publicized financial frauds, 
a historically weak and unorganized industry lobbying effort, 
and a new administration and Congress.

Convergence

with increased growth and competition in the hedge fund 
industry, fund managers sought new opportunities to diversify 
their investments and new markets in which to deploy the 
increased inflow of investor capital. Private equity-type 
investments presented new opportunities for hedge funds to 
continue to earn the high returns demanded by investors and 
many managers expanded their funds’ investment strategies 
accordingly. Hedge fund participation in private equity 
investments began to grow rapidly, and some hedge funds 
began to invest directly in private equity, while others offered 
their investors separate opportunities to participate in private 
equity investments as optional “co-investments” under the 
hedge fund umbrella. this increasing focus by hedge fund 
managers on private equity investments led to the creation of 
so-called “hybrid” funds that used the traditional hedge fund 
structure and model (with its inherent bias towards liquidity) 
to make private equity investments.

Historically, hedge funds and private equity funds have been 
distinct alternative investment categories. Both types of 
funds are unregistered pooled investment vehicles in which 
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investors, including high net worth individuals and families 
and institutional investors, pool money to invest in securities. 
Private equity funds, however, differ from hedge funds in a 
number of significant ways.

most significantly, private equity funds concentrate their 
investments in unregistered and illiquid equity securities, often 
taking controlling positions or strategic minority positions in 
privately held companies. Private equity investors commit 
to invest a certain amount of money with the fund over its 
life, and make their contributions in response to capital calls. 
By comparison, a hedge fund investor generally can decide 
when and how much to invest in the fund at the time of its 
subscription and at any time thereafter. Unlike hedge fund 
investments, private equity funds are generally longer, fixed 
term investments (usually requiring longer lock-up periods 
than traditional hedge fund investments), that offer little, if any, 
opportunity for liquidity or redemptions. “Convergence” is a 
term that has been used to describe the coming together of 
the private equity and hedge fund industries.

while a combination of the private equity and the hedge fund 
industries seemed to be a next logical step for fund managers 
seeking to maintain high investor returns, the current market 
and liquidity crisis has highlighted and confirmed many of 
the issues and concerns raised by industry commentators in 
the early days of convergence.7 the most significant of these 
issues are asset valuation, fund manager compensation and 
investment liquidity.

Unprecedented Financial and Liquidity Crisis

Hedge funds need to periodically determine their net asset value 
to allow investors to purchase or redeem fund interests. while 
determining a fund’s net asset value is fairly straightforward 
when the fund’s investments are liquid and readily marketable, 
determining the fair value of private company or other similar 
investments that have limited or no liquidity (e.g., many of the 
private equity-type investments made by hedge fund managers 
caught up in the rush to convergence) can be very difficult 
and subjective. these valuation difficulties were amplified by 
the onset of the current financial crisis, in which the value of 
even formerly liquid and objectively easy to value investments 
became very difficult to determine and highly subjective. the 
financial crisis was also, to a great extent, a crisis of investor 
confidence, and hedge fund investors panicked.

Fearful of the uncertainty created by the current economic and 
credit crisis, investors rushed to redeem from hedge funds 
in massive numbers. In the last three months of 2008 alone, 
hedge fund investors withdrew a record $152 billion.8

As a result of a larger percentage of hedge funds’ assets being 
held in illiquid investments and the shortage of available credit 
in the market to fund redemptions, hedge funds were subject 
to substantial cash-flow pressure once investors decided 
to redeem. In order to remain in operation, to avoid a sale 
of fund assets at fire-sale prices, and to protect the funds’ 

non-redeeming investors, many hedge funds were forced to 
impose redemption gates, suspend redemptions, make in-kind 
redemptions, or implement other mechanisms to enable their 
funds to effect redemption requests in a more orderly manner. 
some funds began restructuring plans with the hopes of 
persuading investors to agree to a new structure with longer 
lock-ups but lower fees. Funds that were unable to, or elected 
not to, impose such restrictions were often forced to liquidate 
under very disadvantageous circumstances. According to 
a report from Credit suisse/tremont,9 as of June 30, 2009, 
an estimated 9.6 percent of all hedge funds were classified 
as impaired, meaning that they have either suspended 
redemptions, imposed redemption gate provisions, or side-
pocketed portfolio investments. this percentage is, however, 
lower than the number of impaired funds at the end of 2008, 
an estimated 11.6 percent.10

The Madoff Scandal and Fraud Phobia

the madoff scandal ignited a media frenzy and energized the 
seC to focus even more closely on hedge funds and their 
managers.11 In a recent speech, an seC Commissioner noted 
that the seC has more investigations involving hedge funds 
than ever before, and the number of cases actually brought 
is also increasing. In the first four months of 2009, the seC 
filed 25 cases related to hedge funds. In contrast, the seC 
brought 19 cases in all of 2008, 24 in all of 2007, and 16 in 
2006.12

Hedge funds continue to be singled out by the seC, the 
media, and Congress as posing fraud risks that are more 
prevalent and significant than in other areas of the financial 
industry, and more recently for being a significant factor in the 
recent destabilization of the financial markets.

Systemic Risk Phobia

the term “systemic risk” is generally used to describe the 
possibility of a series of correlated defaults among financial 
institutions that occur over a short period of time, often caused 
by a single major event.13 In other words, the systemic risk of a 
financial institution (in our case, a hedge fund) is the likelihood 
that, and the degree to which, the institution’s activities will 
negatively impact the larger economy.

In a recent speech, an seC Commissioner explained the seC’s 
belief that in their current form, hedge funds pose a systemic 
risk threat to our financial system in several ways. First, hedge 
funds have such significant assets under management that 
some fear that the loss of one or more large firms could 
potentially reverberate throughout the capital markets. In 
addition, if a counterparty fails to effectively withstand a 
hedge fund loss, then the failure of the counterparty could 
itself threaten market stability. there is also the issue that 
can occur when several hedge funds take the same position, 
whether through coordination or simply through similar trading 
strategies. these funds can have a large impact on the market 
when they adjust their positions en masse.14
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while many industry observers agree that systemic risk is an 
issue that needs to be evaluated and addressed, it seems 
that the hedge fund industry has been vilified and made a 
scapegoat in the current market crisis. government regulators 
need a firm grasp on the concept of systemic risk and how best 
to manage it before devising regulation that is not empirically 
based or carefully tailored to address the significant systemic 
risk dangers, if any, posed by hedge funds. there is legitimate 
concern in the industry that Congress and the seC will lump 
many different types of private investment fund activities 
together, regulating with much too broad a brush.15

New Administration - New Regulation

with the stated objective of increasing transparency, mitigating 
systemic risk and enhancing regulatory oversight of the capital 
markets, the obama Administration is actively proposing new 
regulation to accomplish its goals.

on July 15, 2009, the obama Administration proposed 
legislation that seeks to regulate hedge funds and other 
private pools of capital, such as private equity funds, venture 
capital funds and certain real estate funds (collectively, private 
funds). If enacted, the Private Fund Investment Advisers 
registration Act of 2009 (Act) would require all U.s.-based 
investment advisers with more than $30 million in assets 
under management to register with the seC. this proposed 
legislation comes on the heels of the Hedge Fund Adviser 
registration Act of 2009 and the Hedge Fund transparency 
Act introduced earlier this year to impose investment adviser 
and hedge fund registration requirements.

Under the Act, the seC would have the authority to require 
registered investment advisers to maintain and submit 
reports regarding private funds determined to be “necessary 
or appropriate in the public interest” for the assessment of 
systemic risk. Although the Act does not define “systemic risk,” 
the Act does state that such required records and reports 
would include assets under management, use of leverage 
(including off-balance sheet leverage), counterparty credit 
risk exposures, trading and investment positions, and trading 
practices, as well as any other information that the seC, in 
consultation with the Federal reserve, deems to be “necessary 
or appropriate in the public interest and for the protection 
of investors or for the assessment of systemic risk.”16 the 
seC would also have widely expanded authority to conduct 
regular, periodic examinations of hedge funds to ensure 
compliance with these record and reporting requirements. 
Additionally, the proposed amendment sets the stage for 
seC-mandated transparency by removing a provision of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (Advisers Act) 
that prohibits the seC from requiring any investment adviser 
to disclose the identity, investments, or affairs of any of the 
adviser’s clients.

Andrew Donohue, Director of the seC’s Division of Investment 
management,17 explained that in addition to requiring advisers 
to private funds to register under the Advisers Act, another 

option to address the private fund regulatory gap might be to 
register the funds themselves under the Investment Company 
Act.18 through direct regulation of private funds, the seC 
could impose investment restrictions and diversification 
requirements, regulate the structure of private funds, and 
regulate funds’ investment terms.

the most significant implication of these legislative proposals 
for private fund managers is the almost plenary authority that the 
seC would have to regulate private funds and their managers, 
without much legislative guidance. Private fund managers will 
face significant compliance costs and increased scrutiny, 
which may create barriers to entry and reduce the number 
of new and start up participants in the private fund industry 
due to the disproportionate impact these increased costs may 
have on smaller managers and funds. Fund investors may also 
bear some of the burden through higher management fees 
due to increased compliance costs and risks assumed by 
funds and their managers.

the seC has also recently taken action to regulate certain 
trading practices frequently employed by hedge fund 
managers. In July of 2009, the seC finalized a rule intended 
to curtail the unrestricted use of short selling. the new 
rule makes permanent amendments contained in Interim 
temporary rule 204t of regulation sHo that sought to 
reduce the potential for “naked” short selling in the securities 
market. the new rule, rule 204, requires broker-dealers to 
promptly purchase or borrow securities to deliver on a short 
sale. the seC also announced its current efforts to make 
more short sale information (e.g., sale volume and transaction 
data) available to the public through several self-regulatory 
organizations web sites. In addition to imposing a prohibition 
on “naked” short selling, the seC announced that it is actively 
considering proposals for imposing a short sale price test and 
circuit breaker restrictions.19

most recently, the obama Administration proposed the over-
the-Counter Derivatives markets Act of 2009.20 If enacted, the 
proposed legislation will provide for comprehensive regulation 
of the previously unregulated credit default swaps and other 
over-the-counter derivatives markets. this regulation would 
impose limitations and additional costs on the generally 
unrestricted use of derivative instruments that many hedge 
fund managers rely upon to generate high investor returns and 
to hedge against losses.

Increased Taxation and Regulation of Performance 
Compensation

In early 2009, the obama Administration proposed plans 
to tax fund managers’ performance allocations at ordinary 
income tax rates, now as high as 35 percent (and maybe as 
high as 39 percent), instead of at the current long-term capital 
gains rate of 15 percent. If adopted, this proposal would 
significantly reduce the after-tax profitability of most hedge 
fund managers and likely would deter new managers from 
entering the industry. the global investment management 
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industry has already seen a significant erosion of profitability, 
from 38 percent of net revenues at the end of 2007 to  
34 percent at the end of 2008, and close to 1/3 of managers 
suffered more than a 30 percent reduction in profits.21

on July 31, 2009, the House passed the Corporate and 
Financial Institution Compensation Fairness Act of 2009. 
this legislation would require appropriate Federal regulators 
to adopt disclosure requirements applicable to, among 
others, larger hedge fund managers (i.e., assets of $1 billion 
or more), that would enable the regulators to determine if a 
manager’s performance compensation is aligned with sound 
risk management, appropriately structured to account for 
the time horizon of risk, and meets such other criteria as 
the regulators may determine to be appropriate to reduce 
unreasonable incentives for fund managers to take undue 
risks. the language of this legislation is extremely broad and, 
in places, vague, but some industry participants believe that 
if passed it will, at best, regulate performance compensation 
or, at worst, impose an outright prohibition or a percentage 
limitation on performance compensation.22

Evolution of the Old School Model

A seminal shift in investor expectations and increased 
regulation of managers, funds and leverage have resulted 
in the ongoing evolution of the traditional hedge fund model 
into a form better suited to compete in a rapidly changing 
environment.

Shifting Investor Expectations

the economic crisis and madoff-like scandals have 
precipitated a significant shift in investor expectations. we 
are finding that many institutional investors have significantly 
enhanced their review and diligence of managers and 
funds. Investors are requiring enhanced portfolio and risk 
transparency, and are demanding that managers narrow the 
broad discretion they have historically retained to impose 
redemption restrictions and value portfolio securities, among 
other areas. Fees are also under pressure, and investors 
are negotiating fee rates and structures more vigorously 
than ever before. According to some industry reports, 
the balance of power has shifted from fund managers to 
investors, with investors increasingly demanding higher 
exposure and increasing details on position levels. some 
investors have also begun to show a bias towards smaller 
sized funds (with under $200 million in assets under 
management, a substantial portion of which is the manager’s 
personal capital), noting that smaller funds often have more 
attractive fees, and are more willing to offer a higher degree 
of transparency.23

A recent survey of institutional investors revealed a 
significant level of optimism towards the market with 
a combined 76.9 percent of investors stating that the 
turbulence of the last 12 months had not affected their 
confidence in the hedge fund industry and that they would 

continue to invest or even increase their allocation.24 the 
survey also noted that although over 92 percent of investors 
surveyed are continuing to invest in hedge funds, calls for 
increased transparency, with lower fees and liquidity are 
the key concerns among investors. with transparency 
being a significant concern among hedge fund investors, 
fund managers will need to communicate with investors 
on a more frequent basis, provide more disclosure of the 
fund’s operations, investment processes and performance, 
and agree to be subject to closer scrutiny (with institutional 
investors performing more stringent due diligence reviews 
of fund managers).

As investors gain more power and flexibility in their relationships 
with fund managers, they are demanding fee reductions and 
alternate fee structures. According to a recent study, the idea of 
the “2 and 20” structure as the industry standard is becoming 
outdated.25 the study suggests a lower compensation formula 
would be more reflective of today’s markets. Interestingly, 
the study also points out that potentially due to greater 
competition, North American managers have markedly lower 
fees for investors than their european counterparts.

enhanced investor expectations for liquidity will require 
managers to match better the liquidity profile of their fund 
portfolios with those expectations. this means either a 
movement away from less liquid strategies, or the use of 
product structures that are inherently less liquid (e.g., the 
private equity model) and that are marketed as such.

Increasing Regulatory Oversight and Burdens

Calls for government regulation and increased requests 
for transparency and limitations on the use of leverage and 
derivatives in the hedge fund industry continue to drive new 
legislation. even if this year’s legislative proposals are not 
passed in their current form, it is practically unavoidable that 
private funds and their managers will be subject to stricter 
compliance obligations whether or not they are required to 
be registered.

managers will need to take compliance, risk mitigation and 
investor communications more seriously than ever before, 
and this will require increases in professional compliance, risk 
and investor communications personnel.

If credit will not be as readily available or as inexpensive as in 
the past, managers that have relied on significant leverage, 
the unfettered use of derivatives, or unrestricted short selling 
will need to refocus their strategies to fit a new, much stricter, 
regulatory environment. this will increase expenses and put 
further downward pressure on returns and profits.

regulatory restrictions on performance compensation and 
the loss of favorable tax treatment for such compensation may 
cause a movement away from that compensation structure 
and towards more predictable fee structures based on assets 
under management.
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much has been written about the direct costs that registration 
of private funds and their managers would impose on both 
fund managers and hedge fund investors.26 However, in 
addition to the registration and compliance requirements, new 
legislative proposals threaten to provide the seC with almost 
unfettered discretion and limitless authority to create new rules 
and regulations that may be “necessary or appropriate” in its 
judgment for systemic risk regulation. this close regulatory 
oversight may impose infinite burdens on hedge funds and 
restrict them from being able to function as they have in the 
past in a profitable manner. For example, as a “necessary or 
appropriate” measure to regulate systemic risk in the market, 
the seC could impose limitations on the use of leverage, 
create liquidity requirements, restrict the level of risk a fund 
manager may take and the types of investments a hedge fund 
can make. Additionally, with the goal of protecting investors, the 
new regulation could increase “investor suitability” standards, 
and thereby limit access to hedge fund investments to all but 
the super-rich.

the current proposals will radically change the investment 
landscape for hedge fund investors and managers. the extent 
of the authority the seC may be given is limitless. If forced to 
make only “safe” investments, hedge fund managers will not 
be able to attain the high profits and returns that they have in 
the past.

with a more limited capacity to generate profits, sophisticated 
investors that are historically used to receiving strong returns 
on their investments may deemphasize the hedge fund 
industry and shift their focus to new or less regulated non-
U.s. markets.

Increased Visibility

the hedge fund industry has been one of the most 
underrepresented industries in washington. this is in the 
process of changing. since the introduction of proposed 
regulations by the obama Administration, the hedge fund 
industry has been actively mobilizing to prevent the grant of 
practically unlimited authority and unfettered discretion over 
funds and managers to the seC and other regulators.

According to U.s. senate disclosures and the Center for 
responsive Politics, a washington-based research group, 
during 2009 the main industry organizations for hedge fund 
and private equity firms have meaningfully increased spending 
on lobbying.27

Implications of Evolution

Hedge fund management is undergoing a fundamental 
transformation. with heightened political and media scrutiny 
of funds and their managers — combined with a major shift 
in investor expectations, the ongoing credit and liquidity 
crisis, higher regulatory compliance costs and lower 
returns — significant changes in the industry are seemingly 
unavoidable.

the successful managers of tomorrow must accept these 
challenges and adapt to a new environment. market and 
regulatory pressures will require managers to provide more 
meaningful portfolio and risk transparency on a more frequent 
basis. managers will need to invest more in compliance 
and risk management and be able to prove to investors and 
regulators that these are important integral components of the 
investment products offered. Less manager discretion in fund 
operations such as redemptions and valuation will become the 
norm rather than the exception, as will the use of independent 
fund administrators and back-office service providers, even 
for larger fund managers.

As manager compensation arrangements are shaped by 
changes in tax policy and investor expectations, managers 
will re-examine how they compensate their principals and 
employees and will focus on arrangements that are less 
dependent on a short-term performance component and 
more tailored to long-term retention of talent and generation 
of operating cash flow in declining markets.

managers will need to develop investment strategies that can 
operate effectively and efficiently in an environment where 
leverage and the use of derivatives and shorting are more 
costly, less readily available and more regulated, and in a 
world where strategy and holdings information will be more 
readily available to regulators and competitors.

managers will need to be more honest with investors in 
their marketing of liquidity. Investors with a serious appetite 
for liquidity will require liquid product structures and liquid 
portfolios that provide more limited discretion to managers in 
imposing redemption restrictions and other types of liquidity 
control mechanisms. Investors with lower liquidity needs will 
be sold products structured to accommodate illiquid portfolios 
and strategies.

As the industry transforms, increased costs, lower returns 
and reduced profit margins will drive both investors and 
managers away from the industry. smaller funds and less 
established fund managers will be forced to exit the industry, 
and there will be fewer new industry entrants, resulting in fewer 
managers and less competition. managers will consolidate 
to develop synergies and scale in an effort to address the 
increased costs and lower returns resulting from a new era 
of regulatory and market demands. to the extent that U.s. 
regulation and tax policy imposes unacceptable burdens as 
compared to those of other countries, fund managers may 
begin to seek less regulated markets in which to organize 
their operations.

the ultimate challenge for those managers who remain will be 
finding ways of adjusting to these changes, and identifying the 
means to remain profitable and deliver performance results 
that investors demand.

Mitch Nichter is a partner, and Sasha Burstein is an associate, 
in the Investment Management Practice at global law firm Paul 
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Hastings. Both are resident in the firm’s San Francisco office. 
Mr. Nichter heads up Paul Hastings’ hedge fund practice.
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Custody & Protection
District Court Denies motion for summary 
Judgment by Hedge Fund Prime Broker 
Accused of Aiding and Abetting Fraud  
and Breach of Fiduciary Duty

Pension Cmte. of the Univ. of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc 
of America Securities, LLC, No. 05-CV-9016, 2009 BL 
195864 (s.D.N.Y. sept. 4, 2009)

the U.s. District Court for the southern District of New York 
denied a motion for summary judgment by Banc of America 
securities, LLC (BAs) in a securities fraud action related to 
BAs’s prime brokerage services to hedge funds (Funds) in 
which plaintiffs (Plaintiffs) invested. Plaintiffs alleged that BAs 
assisted the Funds’ management (management) in deceiving 
Plaintiffs as to the Funds’ net asset values (NAVs), thereby 
aiding and abetting management’s common law fraud and 
breach of fiduciary duty. Drawing all inferences in favor of 
Plaintiffs, the Court held that Plaintiffs raised a genuine issue 
of material fact such that a reasonable jury could find that BAs 
actually knew of, and substantially assisted in, management’s 
fraud.

the U.s. Court of Appeals for the second Circuit previously 
vacated the dismissal of claims against BAs, holding that the 
complaint adequately alleged that BAs’s actions proximately 
caused Plaintiffs’ losses and remanding the case to the district 
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court. see Bloomberg Law reports® – securities Law, 
Second Circuit Vacates Dismissal of Aiding and Abetting and 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty Claims against Hedge Fund’s Prime 
Broker (June 22, 2009).

Elements of Aiding and Abetting Fraud  
and Breach of Fiduciary Duty

the Court stated that the elements of aiding and abetting 
fraud and aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary duty 
include “actual knowledge” and “substantial assistance” by 
a defendant.

In particular, the Court identified three necessary elements 
for aiding and abetting common law fraud: (1) the existence 
of a fraud; (2) the defendant’s knowledge of the fraud; and 
(3) substantial assistance by the defendant to advance the 
fraud’s commission. the Court added that under New York 
law, the “knowledge” element of an aiding and abetting fraud 
claim requires a “reasonable inference of actual knowledge.”

similarly, the Court identified three necessary elements for 
aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary duty under New 
York law: (1) a breach by a fiduciary of obligations to another 
of which the defendant had actual knowledge; (2) knowing 
inducement or participation by the defendant in the breach; 
and (3) damages suffered by the plaintiff as a result of the 
breach.

the Court noted that, in each case, the “substantial assistance” 
requirement is satisfied where a defendant affirmatively 
assists, helps conceal, or fails to act when required to do so, 
thereby enabling the fraud or breach to occur.

Actual Knowledge

the Court held that Plaintiffs provided evidence which 
would permit a reasonable jury to infer that BAs had actual 
knowledge that the Funds’ holdings were being fraudulently 
reported at inflated values. the Court referred to Plaintiffs’ 
six examples of instances where a BAs account executive 
was allegedly instructed to purchase, or wire the funds 
to purchase, a stock or warrant and record it at a much 
higher value than the purchase price in BAs’s reports to 
management. In addition, the Court noted that it was BAs’s 
responsibility to have these purchases recorded in the Funds’ 
accounts. the Court also suggested that BAs employees’ 
allegedly inconsistent statements to investors, auditors  
and administrators could be indicative of BAs’s intent to 
conceal a known fraud.

Substantial Assistance

Drawing all inferences in favor of Plaintiffs, the Court held 
that Plaintiffs raised a genuine issue of material fact that BAs 
substantially assisted management’s fraud. the Court held 
that, as described by Plaintiffs, BAs’s conduct contributed 
to management’s fraud in three ways. First, by recording the 

pricing and purchase information provided by management 
even though it knew that the resulting gains were extraordinary, 
BAs allegedly permitted management to artificially inflate the 
value of the Funds’ portfolios. second, when BAs generated 
reports that incorporated these inflated values with the 
knowledge that the Funds’ auditors and administrators would 
rely on them to calculate NAVs, BAs allegedly permitted 
the Funds to issue inflated values to investors. Finally, BAs 
made statements to the Funds’ accountant, administrator and 
investors that allegedly concealed management’s fraud.

Liability & Defense
seC Directors testify in response to 
Inspector general’s report Concerning 
Failure to Uncover madoff Fraud

seC Congressional testimony, testimony Concerning the 
seC’s Failure to Identify the Bernard L. madoff Ponzi scheme 
and How to Improve seC Performance (sept. 10, 2009)

securities and exchange Commission (seC) Division 
of enforcement (Division) Director robert Khuzami and 
Acting Director of the office of Compliance Inspections 
and examinations (oCIe) John walsh testified before 
the senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs concerning the report (report) issued by the seC 
office of Inspector general (oIg) on the seC’s failure to 
uncover Bernard L. madoff’s Ponzi scheme. See Bloomberg 
Law reports®–securities Law, SEC Releases Executive 
Summary of Inspector General’s Report on Failure to Uncover 
Madoff Fraud (sept. 8, 2009). In their testimony, Khuzami 
and walsh discussed steps the seC is taking to remedy 
deficiencies identified in the report, including (1) developing 
a more organized, highly specialized, and better trained 
staff; (2) enhancing communication and coordination across 
seC offices and divisions; (3) strengthening planning and 
supervisory involvement in examinations and investigations; 
and (4) maximizing the seC’s resources. In addition, Khuzami 
and walsh reviewed recent seC enforcement efforts and 
initiatives to restore investor confidence.

Enhancing Staff Organization, Expertise, and Training

Khuzami and walsh highlighted structural changes that the 
seC has undertaken to address several issues identified in 
the report. they testified that the Division, in its “biggest 
reorganization in at least three decades,” is creating five national 
specialized investigative groups: (1) the Asset management 
Unit to oversee investment advisers, investment companies, 
hedge funds and private equity funds; (2) the market Abuse Unit 
to detect large-scale market abuses and complex manipulation 
schemes; (3) the structured and New Products Unit focused 
on complex derivatives and financial products; (4) the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Unit to identify violations of the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act; and (5) the municipal securities and 
Public Pensions Unit to address problems in the municipal 
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securities market. similarly, the seC plans to conduct a “top-
to-bottom” review of the oCIe’s organizational structure, 
management, and training programs “to fundamentally rethink 
how it conducts business.” In particular, Khuzami and walsh 
explained that the oCIe will support enforcement efforts by 
forming specialized multidisciplinary teams of examiners to 
conduct “sweep” examinations to analyze a single compliance 
issue across several firms.

Khuzami and walsh also stated that the seC is committed 
to hiring “highly-seasoned financial experts to help it keep 
pace with the practices of wall street and protect investors” 
and to implementing training programs tailored to reflect 
industry developments and market innovation. In this regard, 
the Division plans to launch a comprehensive training plan 
for new hires, provide leadership training for managers, and 
create a more rigorous evaluation process for employees. 
the oCIe is similarly focused on recruiting industry experts 
and enhancing its training programs. For instance, Khuzami 
and walsh testified that the oCIe intends to create a new 
senior specialized examiner position to attract experienced 
industry professionals and enroll its examiners in certification 
programs.

Responding to Other Deficiencies  
Identified in the Report

Khuzami and walsh discussed changes the seC is 
pursuing to address the oIg’s concerns regarding a lack of 
communication and coordination across seC offices and 
divisions. specifically, they identified the Division’s efforts 
to integrate regional offices and divisions into national 
specialized units, create an office of market Intelligence, and 
overhaul its handling of tips and complaints. they also pointed 
out that certain oCIe regional offices adopted procedures, 
such as joint examinations and leadership consolidation, to 
foster collaboration between examiners focused on broker-
dealers and examiners focused on investment advisers and 
investment companies. moreover, the oCIe recently held 
training programs to cross-train examiners and examination 
managers in each other’s areas of specialization.

observing that the oIg found that the madoff investigation 
suffered from poor planning and follow-through, Khuzami 
and walsh testified that the seC is prioritizing investigatory 
organization and improving supervisory involvement in 
examinations. In this regard, the Division and the oCIe 
have both implemented periodic review processes in which 
supervisors evaluate the progress of ongoing examinations 
and investigations. In addition, the seC is developing uniform 
examination procedures that include strategies for overcoming 
investigatory challenges and handling uncooperative firms. 
specifically, in response to the oIg’s finding that madoff 
attempted to intimidate examiners and investigators, Khuzami 
and walsh stated that the seC is “sending a consistent 
internal and external message” that it will “view these tactics 
as a red flag, and instruct [its staff] to dig deeper, and look 
harder, at the firms that try to use them.”

According to Khuzami and walsh, while the seC is working to 
leverage its existing resources by streamlining its organizational 
structure to reduce bureaucratic hurdles and deploy staff in 
a more efficient manner, it will ultimately require additional 
resources to address shortcomings identified in the report.

Recent Enforcement Efforts and Initiatives

Comparing the period from late January to the present with the 
comparable period in 2008, Khuzami and walsh emphasized 
that the seC opened more investigations, issued more formal 
orders of investigation, and filed more emergency temporary 
restraining orders and actions. Khuzami and walsh also 
reviewed additional initiatives the seC has instituted to 
detect and prevent similar frauds. In particular, they noted 
that the seC (1) sought expanded legislative authority to 
reward whistleblowers who reveal fraud, (2) proposed new 
rules to better protect clients of investment advisers from 
theft and abuse, and (3) collaborated with the Financial 
Industry regulatory Authority to establish better oversight 
of personnel performing “back-office functions” at broker-
dealer firms.

Khuzami and walsh concluded by underscoring their 
commitment “to using all of [their] energies, efforts, experience, 
expertise, and a sincere dedication to investor protection to 
continue to revitalize and improve [the seC’s] programs.”

Disclosure & regulatory Filings
seC and UK FsA to explore Common 
Approaches to regulatory requirements 
Affecting Hedge Funds and their Advisers

seC Press release No. Pr-2009-198 (sept. 16, 2009)

the securities and exchange Commission (seC) and the 
UK Financial services Authority (FsA) issued a press release 
(release) announcing “plans to explore common approaches 
to reporting and other regulatory requirements for key 
market participants such as hedge funds and their advisers.” 
According to the release, the seC and FsA agreed to 
identify and collect data from hedge fund advisers that would 
help the regulators “identify risks to their regulatory objectives 
and mandates.”

It was noted that the release was issued following a meeting 
between seC and FsA leaders where they also discussed 
issues regarding over-the-counter derivatives markets and 
central clearing, accounting, regulatory reform, credit rating 
agency oversight, short selling, and corporate governance 
and compensation practices. the meeting arose out of the 
seC-FsA strategic Dialogue (Dialogue), which was launched 
following the signing of a memorandum of Understanding 
(moU) between the two regulators in march 2006. the moU 
memorializes the regulators’ intent to consult, cooperate 
and exchange information in connection with the oversight 
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of financial services firms conducting business in the U.s. 
and the UK, and according to the release, the Dialogue is 
intended to facilitate senior level discussions “on current 
matters impacting the U.s. and UK capital markets and areas 
of future collaboration.”

seC Chairman mary schapiro stated that, “[o]nly through 
strong cooperation can we achieve coherent oversight of 
global actors and limit opportunities for playing the regulatory 
seams.” FsA Chief executive Hector sants stated that, “[t]he 
global crisis has underlined how intertwined financial markets 
and institutions are and regulators around the world have to 
work together to ensure appropriate oversight.”

Investment Advisers
Investment Advisory Contracts
Investment Adviser wins motion  
to Arbitrate Individual Client Claims  
under Advisory Agreements

Bakas v. Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc., No. 09-CV-
1263, 2009 BL 191803 (D. minn. sept. 3, 2009)

the U.s. District Court for the District of minnesota compelled 
arbitration of a dispute alleging that investment adviser 
Ameriprise Financial services, Inc. (Ameriprise) breached its 
investment-services agreements with plaintiff Anastasia Bakas 
and violated the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers 
Act). the Court ruled that (1) the Advisers Act does not 
preclude compulsory arbitration of Bakas’s individual claims, 
and (2) Ameriprise’s membership with the Financial Industry 
National regulatory Authority (FINrA) does not subject 
Bakas’s individual claims to FINrA’s Code of Arbitration 
Procedure for Customer Disputes (FINrA Code).

Advisory Agreements

In her complaint, Bakas alleged that she signed an investment-
services agreement with Ameriprise (f/n/a American express 
Financial Advisors) in June 2005, pursuant to which she was 
to receive an initial financial plan and annual updates from 
Ameriprise. In 2006 and 2007, on the anniversary of her 
initial investment-services agreement, she signed additional 
investment-services agreements (collectively with the initial 
investment-services agreement, the Agreements), which 
according to the Court, contained essentially the same terms. 
As the Court explained, each Agreement requires arbitration 
of any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the 
Agreement or its breach, and precludes maintaining claims 
against Ameriprise on a class basis.

Bakas’s Claims

Bakas alleged that she never received an Ameriprise financial 
plan, despite being charged for an initial plan and annual 

updates. she commenced an action against Ameriprise 
on behalf of herself and a putative class of thousands of 
Ameriprise clients asserting four claims: (1) breach of 
contract; (2) violation of the minnesota Consumer Fraud Act; 
(3) violation of the Advisers Act; and (4) injunctive relief.

Federal Arbitration Act

Ameriprise petitioned the Court to compel arbitration 
under section 4 of the Federal Arbitration Act or, in the 
alternative, to dismiss Bakas’s claims. Because of the federal 
policy favoring arbitration, the Court noted that any doubts 
concerning the scope of arbitrable issues would be resolved 
in favor of arbitration. the Court also indicated that Bakas 
bore the burden of proving that her claims were unsuitable 
for arbitration.

Advisers Act Not a Bar to Compulsory Arbitration

Bakas argued that a 1986 no-action letter to mceldowney 
Financial services from the Division of Investment management 
(Division) of the securities and exchange Commission barred 
compulsory arbitration of her Advisers Act claims. Citing 
Wilko v. Swan, 346 U.s. 427 (1953) for support, the Division 
concluded that federal securities laws create certain rights 
“that cannot be waived,” including “the right to choose the 
forum, whether arbitration or adjudication, in which to seek 
resolution of disputes.” the Court rejected Bakas’s argument, 
finding that the “legal landscape” had changed since the 
Division’s letter had been written.

Wilko held that claims under the securities Act of 1933 were 
not arbitrable because of its jurisdictional and anti-waiver 
provisions. However, according to the Court, Wilko’s “hostility 
to arbitration” of federal securities law claims no longer applied. 
relying on subsequent supreme Court precedent, including 
Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon, 482 U.s. 220 
(1987), which held that claims under the securities exchange 
Act of 1934 could be subject to compelled arbitration, and 
Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/American Express, Inc., 
490 U.s.477 (1989), which expressly overruled Wilko, the 
Court found that agreements to arbitrate do not vitiate a 
party’s substantive rights under a federal statute.

Injunctive and Equitable Relief Available in Arbitration

Bakas also argued that compulsory arbitration would be 
improper because no arbitrator could grant the equitable or 
injunctive relief she sought in order to prevent Ameriprise 
from engaging in similar “improper” practices in the future. 
the Court found that nothing in the Agreements would limit 
an arbitrator’s authority to grant broad injunctive or equitable 
relief to Bakas on an individual basis. In addition, the Court 
noted that the supreme Court rejected a similar argument in 
Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.s. 20 (1991), 
which held that arbitrators do have the power to fashion 
equitable relief with respect to individual claims under the Age 
Discrimination in employment Act of 1967.
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FINRA Code Not Applicable

rule 12204(d) of the FINrA Code prohibits a FINrA member 
from enforcing any arbitration agreement against a member of 
a certified or putative class action unless class certification 
is denied, the class is decertified, a court order excludes the 
class member from the certified or putative class, or the class 
member withdraws from the class. Bakas argued that this rule 
prohibited arbitration of the dispute because Ameriprise is a 
FINrA member and the dispute involves claims that are part 
of a putative class action.

In response to Ameriprise’s counter-arguments that the 
FINrA Code did not apply because Bakas’s claims arose out 
of services Ameriprise provided only as an investment adviser 
and not as a broker-dealer, Bakas made two further arguments. 
First, she argued that Ameriprise acts both as an investment 
adviser and a broker-dealer when its financial advisers “sell 
financial plans” to clients. second, even if Ameriprise were 
acting only as an investment adviser, because the FINrA 
Code applies to FINrA “members,” it is not limited to a 
member’s status as a broker-dealer.

the Court found both arguments unpersuasive. As to the first 
one, the Court rejected Bakas’s contention that Ameriprise 
necessarily acted in a dual capacity as investment adviser/
broker-dealer under the Agreements. the Court noted that 
the Agreements did not bind Ameriprise or Bakas to buy or 
sell any securities; Ameriprise could have provided investment 
advice under the Agreements without ever having bought or 
sold a security on her behalf, or otherwise having acted as a 
broker-dealer. with respect to the second argument, the Court 
reviewed the definition of “member” in rule 12100(r) of the 
FINrA Code and eighth Circuit precedent. It concluded that 
when read in context, the word “member” in rule 12204(d) 
“does not apply to activities undertaken by a FINrA member 
in an investment-adviser capacity.”

Accordingly, the Court granted Ameriprise’s motion to compel 
Bakas to arbitrate her individual claims and dismissed the 
complaint without prejudice.

solicitation & referrals
seC Issues Compliance guide for small 
entities regarding Limitations on Affiliate 
marketing under regulation s-Am

seC guide, regulation s-Am: Limitations on Affiliate 
marketing, a small entity Compliance guide (sept. 4, 2009)

the Division of trading and markets of the securities and 
exchange Commission published a guide (guide) for small 
entities regarding compliance with regulation s-Am (regulation), 
recently adopted under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, 
the Investment Company Act of 1940, the securities exchange 
Act of 1934, and the Fair Credit reporting Act as amended 

by the Fair and Accurate Credit transactions Act of 2003. the 
regulation allows a consumer, in certain circumstances, to 
block affiliates of “covered persons” (i.e., registered investment 
advisers, investment companies, brokers, dealers, and 
registered transfer agents) from soliciting the consumer based 
on certain financial information (eligibility Information) received 
from the covered person. the guide provides a summary of 
the regulation, and outlines the requirements for providing 
consumers with an opportunity to opt out of such solicitations. 
the effective date of the regulation is september 10, 2009, 
and compliance is mandatory as of January 1, 2010.

Operation of Regulation S-AM

regulation s-Am prohibits a covered person from using 
eligibility Information that it receives from an affiliate to make 
a marketing solicitation unless (1) the potential marketing 
use of that information has been clearly, conspicuously and 
concisely disclosed to the consumer; (2) the consumer has 
been provided a reasonable opportunity and a simple method 
to opt out of receiving the marketing solicitations; and (3) the 
consumer has not opted out.

Duration and Scope of Opt Out

the opt out opportunity must be provided to the consumer 
before an affiliate uses eligibility Information to make a 
marketing solicitation. the opt out must be effective for at least 
five years and the consumer must be allowed to opt out at any 
time. the opt out opportunity may be provided either: (1) by a 
company with which the consumer has a pre-existing business 
relationship; or (2) as part of a joint notice from members of 
an affiliated group of companies, provided that at least one 
of the members has a pre-existing business relationship with 
the consumer. the guide states that a consumer may be 
given the opportunity to choose from a menu of alternatives to 
prohibit marketing solicitations from certain types of affiliates 
or to prohibit certain types of delivery methods. However, one 
of the alternatives must allow the consumer to prohibit all 
marketing solicitations from all affiliates covered by a notice.

Contents of the Opt Out Notice

whether or not covered persons choose to use or modify 
the model forms included in an appendix to the regulation, 
they should ensure that their notices are clear, conspicuous 
and concise. According to the guide, the notice must identify 
the affiliate providing the notice, or if it is a joint notice, the 
companies providing the notice. A single opt out notice may 
be provided to consumers that jointly obtain a product or 
service. In addition, the notice may be consolidated with other 
notices and opt out opportunities required by law, such as a 
privacy notice required by regulation s-P.

Reasonable Opportunity to Opt Out

the regulation requires that consumers be given a reasonable 
opportunity to opt out. the guide lists the following examples 
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of reasonable opportunities to opt out: (1) by mail; (2) by 
electronic means, such as posting on a website or through 
e-mail where the consumer has agreed to receive disclosure 
by e-mail; (3) at the time of an electronic transaction, such 
as a transaction conducted on a website as a necessary 
part of proceeding with the transaction; (4) at the time of 
an in-person transaction, in writing, as a necessary part 
of proceeding with the transaction; or (5) by including the 
notice and opt out as part of a privacy notice required by 
regulation s-P.

Reasonable and Simple Method of Opting Out

In addition, consumers must be given a reasonable and 
simple method of opting out. the guide cites the following 
examples of reasonable and simple methods of opting out: 
(1) designating a check-off box in a prominent position of an 
opt out form; (2) including a reply form and self-addressed 
envelope together with the opt out notice; (3) providing an 
electronic means to opt out, if the customer agrees to electronic 
delivery of information; (4) providing a toll-free telephone 
number that consumers can call to opt out; or (5) allowing 
consumers to exercise all of their opt out rights, as described 
in a consolidated notice by a single method, such as by calling 
a single toll-free telephone number. A covered person may 
require each consumer to opt out through a specific means if 
that means is reasonable and simple.

Delivery of Opt Out Notices

the opt out notice must be provided in a way that each 
consumer can reasonably be expected to receive actual 
notice. the guide provides examples of acceptable delivery 
methods, including: (1) hand delivery of the notice to the 
consumer; (2) mail delivery of the notice to the last known 
mailing address of the consumer; (3) e-mail delivery of the 
notice if the consumer has agreed to receive electronic 
disclosures by e-mail from the affiliate providing the notice; 
or (4) posting the notice on the website where the consumer 
obtains a product or service electronically, and requiring the 
consumer to acknowledge receipt of the notice.

Renewal of Opt Out Elections

After an opt out period expires, a covered person may 
not make marketing solicitations to a consumer who has 
previously opted out unless the consumer has been given 
a renewal notice and reasonable opportunity to renew 
the opt out and the consumer does not renew the opt 
out. According to the guide, the renewal notice must: 
(1) identify the companies providing the renewal notice; 
(2) identify the affiliates whose use of eligibility Information 
is covered by the notice; (3) include a general description 
of the eligibility Information that may be used to make 
marketing solicitations; (4) indicate that the consumer 
has previously opted out; (5) indicate that the previous 
opt out has expired or is about to expire; (6) indicate that 
the consumer may elect to renew the previous opt out; 

(7) indicate, if applicable, that the consumer’s opt out will 
apply for a specified period of time and that the consumer 
will be allowed to renew the opt out once that period of time 
expires; and (8) provide a reasonable and simple method 
for opting out.

Liability & Defense
seC settles Charges Against Brooklyn 
money manager Involving Alleged  
$40 million Ponzi scheme

seC Press release No. Pr-2009-193 (sept. 8, 2009); seC 
Litigation release No. Lr-21199 (sept. 8, 2009); SEC v. 
Barry, No. 09-CV-3860 (e.D.N.Y. filed sept. 8, 2009)

the securities and exchange Commission (seC) settled 
securities fraud charges against Brooklyn-based money 
manager Philip g. Barry and several entities he controlled, 
Leverage group, Leverage option management Co., 
Inc., and North American Financial services (collectively, 
Leverage, and together with Barry, Defendants). According 
to the seC’s complaint, from January 1978 through at least 
February 2009, Defendants defrauded hundreds of investors 
by promising guaranteed investment returns and making other 
misrepresentations. In reality, alleged the seC, Defendants 
misappropriated millions of dollars of investor funds while 
concealing losses from investors.

Misrepresentations and Misappropriation

As part of the purported Ponzi scheme, Defendants allegedly 
made numerous misrepresentations to investors. specifically, 
the complaint alleged that Barry told investors that (1) their 
money was being used to purchase interests in the Leverage 
investment funds (Funds); (2) the Funds were a risk-free 
investment that had never lost principal and were protected 
by the securities Investor Protection Corporation and by 
private insurance in excess of $1 million; (3) they were  
guaranteed an annual rate of return which ranged from 
21 percent in 1979 to 12.55 percent in 2008; and (4) they 
could liquidate their interests in the Funds upon a few weeks’ 
notice without incurring penalties or fees. Defendants also 
allegedly produced and disseminated phony investor account 
statements that reported high returns and steady principal 
balances.

According to the seC, these and other misrepresentations 
masked a $50 million Ponzi scheme through which Barry 
misappropriated investor funds to (1) acquire interests in 
at least 60 different real estate ventures that he titled in his 
own name or in other entities he controlled; (2) subsidize a 
separate mail order business that sold pornographic materials; 
and (3) pay for living expenses. By the early 1980s, the Funds 
were allegedly insolvent and for decades, Barry purportedly 
used new investor funds to repay existing investors wishing to 
liquidate their Fund investments.
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SEC Charges and Settlement

the seC charged Defendants with violating section 17(a) 
of the securities Act of 1933, section 10(b) and rule 10b-5 
of the securities exchange Act of 1934, and sections 206(1), 
206(2), 206(4) and rule 206(4)-8 of the Investment Advisers 
Act of 1940. the seC sought permanent injunctions, 
disgorgement plus prejudgment interest, and financial 
penalties against all Defendants. without admitting or denying 
the seC’s allegations, the seC stated that Defendants 
consented to the entry of a judgment that will grant the relief 
sought by the seC, although determination of the settlement’s 
financial amounts will be deferred until a later date. the seC 
also noted that Barry consented to the issuance of an seC 
order that will bar him from association with an investment 
adviser.

Criminal Charges

separately, the U.s. Attorney’s office for the eastern District 
of New York announced that Barry was arrested and charged 
with securities fraud in connection with the alleged Ponzi 
scheme.

regulatory reports
seC staff Issues Beneficial ownership 
reporting Compliance and Disclosure 
Interpretations

staff Interpretation, Division of Corporation Finance, exchange 
Act sections 13(d) and 13(g) and regulation 13D-g 
Beneficial ownership reporting (sept. 14, 2009)

the staff (staff) of the securities and exchange Commission’s 
(seC) Division of Corporation Finance issued new and updated 
compliance and disclosure interpretations (Interpretations) 
concerning beneficial ownership reporting requirements 
pursuant to sections 13(d) and 13(g) of the securities 
exchange Act of 1934 (exchange Act), regulation 13D-g, 
and schedules 13D and 13g. the Interpretations provide 
new guidance on a range of topics, including (1) the nexus 
between beneficial ownership reporting and proxy disclosure 
requirements, (2) schedule 13D amendments, (3) schedule 
13g filing eligibility, (4) group formation, and (5) erroneous 
purchases and aggregate transaction price disclosures. In 
addition, the Interpretations replace and update the regulation 
13D and 13g and schedules thereunder interpretations set 
forth in the Division’s July 1997 manual of Publicly Available 
telephone Interpretations (Beneficial ownership telephone 
Interpretations).

Beneficial Ownership and Proxy  
Disclosure Requirements

the staff added new guidance on the potential 
application of regulation 14A disclosure requirements to 

schedule 13D disclosures and exhibits. specifically, the 
staff stated that if a reporting person includes commentary 
opposing management, management’s initiatives, or a pending 
transaction in schedule 13D or its exhibits, the person must 
evaluate whether the disclosures “reasonably constitute 
soliciting material.” the staff further observed that beneficial 
ownership reporting requirements do not create an exception 
to the application of regulation 14A.

Schedule 13D Amendments

the staff added Interpretations regarding the timely reporting 
of beneficial ownership changes under sections 13(d) and 
(g) and schedules 13D and 13g. specifically, the staff 
provided the example of a security holder of 6 percent of a 
public company’s common stock that discloses pursuant to 
Item 4 of schedule 13D that it has no current plans to engage 
in any of the transactions listed in Items 4(a) through 4(j), but 
reserves the right to engage in such transactions in the future. 
According to the staff, if the security holder later decides to 
take the company private and engages an investment bank 
to develop the transaction’s terms, the security holder would 
need to amend its schedule 13D even if the security holder 
had not approached company management or taken other 
steps to commence the transaction. the staff explained 
that forming “a plan that would or could result in delisting or 
deregistration of the subject securities” constitutes a material 
change to Item 4 disclosure. the staff further emphasized 
that plans and proposals are not limited to formal agreements 
or the commencement of a tender offer, solicitation, or other 
transaction.

Another new Interpretation discusses the steps a 
security holder should take if it fails to timely file required 
schedule 13D amendments. As the staff explained, exchange 
Act rule 13d-2(a) requires a security holder to amend 
its schedule 13D promptly upon a material change in the 
disclosed facts. If a security holder fails to do so, it “should 
immediately amend its schedule 13D to disclose the required 
information,” including the dates and details of the events that 
triggered the disclosure obligation. If the security holder failed 
to file more than one amendment, it may file a single combined 
amendment or multiple, separate amendments. the staff 
noted, however, that the taking of such remedial steps does 
not affect a security holder’s liability for failure to promptly file 
a schedule 13D amendment.

Schedule 13G Eligibility

Discussing the ability of officers and directors who beneficially 
own more than 5 percent of a voting class of company stock 
to file on schedule 13g, the staff observed that to file on 
schedule 13g, a reporting person must not have “acquired 
the securities with any purpose, or with the effect of, changing 
or influencing the control of the issuer.” the staff explained 
that “[n]otwithstanding any specific control intent,” officers 
and directors generally are not able to file on schedule 13g 
because the role of an officer or director contemplates an 
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ability to affect a company’s policies and management. the 
Interpretations also (1) clarify that the filing of an annual 
amendment to schedule 13g is not required if the information 
disclosed has not changed or if a change in the percentage of 
securities owned by the reporting person resulted solely from 
a change in the aggregate number of a company’s outstanding 
securities and (2) incorporate updated Beneficial ownership 
telephone Interpretations relating to schedule 13g filing 
eligibility.

Group Formation

the staff added several Interpretations relating to the formation 
of a group for purposes of exchange Act section 13(d)(3) 
and rule 13d-5(b) and incorporated updated Beneficial 
ownership telephone Interpretations. Among these, one 
Interpretation considers whether the retention of an investment 
advisor by several of a company’s major security holders to 
persuade the company to forego or revise a rights offering 
would result in the formation of a group. the staff concluded 
that the conduct would form a group because the security 
holders would be acting together for the “common purpose 
or goal of holding their securities” by collectively attempting 
to gain influence over a management decision.

A second Interpretation provides guidance on the beneficial 
ownership treatment of securities owned by family members 
within the same household. the staff indicated that a spouse 
or child is not automatically deemed to beneficially own 
shares held by another family member in the same household. 
rather, the relationship between the family members should 
be evaluated to determine whether any family member directly 
or indirectly has or shares voting or dispositive power over 
another’s shares.

Erroneous Purchases and Aggregate Transactions

the staff added two Interpretations concerning transactions 
involving broker-dealers. one Interpretation discusses a 
circumstance in which an investor instructs a broker-dealer 
to purchase less than 5 percent of a class of a company’s 
outstanding registered voting common stock and the broker-
dealer erroneously purchases more than 5 percent of such 
stock. the staff explained that “absence of intent to acquire 
in excess of five percent is not a consideration with respect 
to the applicability of sections 13(d) and 13(g).” Accordingly, 
the staff elaborated, even if the investor refused to pay for the 
excess stock and instructed the broker-dealer to sell the shares 
exceeding 4.9 percent, the investor would have acquired 
beneficial ownership of greater than 5 percent of the stock, 
thereby triggering schedule 13D or 13g filing requirements.

Another new Interpretation addresses the disclosure in 
schedule 13D Item 5(c) of multiple open market purchases 
or sales executed through a broker-dealer on a single day. 
the staff stated that a reporting person could aggregate such 
transactions occurring within a one dollar price range using 
a weighted average purchase or sale price, provided that 

the reporting person discloses (1) the price range for each 
aggregate disclosure and (2) upon the staff’s request, the 
number of shares purchased or sold at each specific price.

Investment Companies
Breach of Fiduciary Duty Involving 
excessive Fees
ICI Files Brief in Jones v. Harris Urging 
supreme Court to endorse Gartenberg 
Framework for reviewing Investment 
Adviser Fee Cases

Brief for the Investment Company Institute as Amicus Curiae 
supporting respondent in Jones v. Harris Associates L.P. 
(sept. 3, 2009); Jones v. Harris Associates L.P., No. 08-586 
(U.s. filed Nov. 3, 2008)

the Investment Company Institute (ICI) filed a brief (Brief) as 
amicus curiae supporting the respondent in Jones v. Harris 
Associates L.P., No. 08-586 (U.s. filed Nov. 3, 2008), a 
supreme Court case concerning the appropriate framework 
for reviewing mutual fund shareholder claims alleging 
excessive advisory fees under section 36(b) of the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (Investment Company Act). the Brief 
urges the supreme Court to endorse the “longstanding” and 
“well-tested” framework established by the U.s. Court of 
Appeals for the second Circuit in Gartenberg v. Merrill Lynch 
Asset Management, Inc., 694 F.2d 923 (2d Cir. 1982) as the 
proper way to assess claims that the adviser has breached 
its fiduciary duty with respect to the receipt of compensation 
in violation of section 36(b). As the ICI explains in its press 
release, the Brief also highlights “the highly competitive nature 
of the fund industry, with fees falling even as investors have 
received more and better services.”

Circuit Split

section 36(b) imposes a fiduciary duty on a registered fund’s 
investment adviser in connection with the compensation paid to 
it by the fund. In the Gartenberg decision, the second Circuit 
held that an adviser breaches its fiduciary duty under section 
36(b) when it charges a fee that “is so disproportionately 
large that it bears no reasonable relationship to the services 
rendered and could not have been the product of arm’s-length 
bargaining.” However, in may 2008, the U.s. Court of Appeals 
for the seventh Circuit explicitly rejected the second Circuit’s 
approach by concluding that mutual fund investment adviser 
Harris Associates L.P. (Harris) met its fiduciary duty under 
section 36(b) by fully disclosing its fees. see Jones v. Harris 
Associates L.P., 527 F.3d 627 (7th Cir. may 19, 2008) and 
Bloomberg Law reports® – securities Law, Seventh Circuit 
Rejects Second Circuit Approach in Investment Adviser Fee 
Case (may. 27, 2008). According to the seventh Circuit, the 
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section 36(b) fiduciary duty requires an adviser to “make full 
disclosure and play no tricks.” the second Circuit, on the 
other hand, identified several factors that may be considered 
in determining whether advisory fees are reasonable—an 
approach the seventh Circuit categorized as a form of “rate 
regulation.” see Bloomberg Law reports® – securities Law, 
Supreme Court Agrees to Review Investment Adviser Fee 
Case (mar. 16, 2009).

Supreme Court Review

the petition granted by the supreme Court calls for the 
Court to determine whether the seventh Circuit erroneously 
held, “in conflict with the decisions of three other circuits,” 
that a shareholder’s claim that a fund’s investment adviser 
charged an excessive fee—“more than twice the fee it 
charged to funds with which it was not affiliated”—is not 
cognizable under section 36(b), unless the shareholder 
can show that the adviser misled the fund’s directors who 
approved the fee.

Petitioners and their Amici Distort Gartenberg

“Although petitioners and their amici nominally endorse 
Gartenberg,” the ICI asserts, “they in fact argue that courts 
should reject a comparison of fees charged by advisers to 
comparable mutual funds in favor of a comparison to fees paid 
by [non-mutual fund institutional accounts]. Petitioners further 
argue that when engaging in a section 36(b) analysis, courts 
should decide for themselves whether an advisory fee is ‘fair.’” 
Further, “[i]n the picture painted by petitioners and their amici, 
…regulatory protections built up over 30 years have been 
largely ineffective, and fund advisers unconstrained by any 
market forces take advantage of a captive, supine investor 
base. this picture is so distorted as to be unrecognizable.”

Gartenberg Standard is Appropriate for Reviewing  
Advisory Fee Cases

the ICI argues in Part I of the Brief that the supreme Court 
should endorse the Gartenberg standard because, among 
other reasons, (1) the standard is consistent with the text, 
purpose, and legislative history of both section 36(b) and the 
Investment Company Act as a whole; (2) a cohesive body 
of case law, developed over time based on Gartenberg, has 
served investors and the mutual fund industry well; (3) it is 
appropriate for courts to give considerable weight to the fee-
approval decision of a fund’s independent directors under 
Investment Company Act section 15(c); and (4) the fees 
paid by an adviser’s non-mutual fund institutional accounts 
generally deserve little weight because such an account, as 
opposed to a mutual fund, is “a fundamentally different type of 
client…that typically receives fundamentally different services 
from the adviser.”

the Gartenberg multi-factor approach has provided “welcome 
guidance” to courts, fund boards, and advisers responsible 
for evaluating or proposing adviser compensation, the ICI 

explains, noting that the second Circuit made clear that 
the factors it identified were not exclusive, and that certain 
factors might be more significant than others. “the salient 
point about the Gartenberg framework is that it is sensitive to 
context, and so it allows a court hearing a section 36(b) claim 
to decide which factors are most relevant to the case before 
it.” over time, courts have focused on three particularly useful 
factors, according to the ICI: (1) the nature and quality of the 
services provided by a fund adviser; (2) the fees charged by 
comparable mutual funds; and (3) the expertise, care, and 
conscientiousness of a fund’s independent directors who 
evaluated and approved the advisory fee.

the ICI emphasizes that section 36(b)(2) expressly requires 
courts to give such consideration to the fee-approval decision 
of a fund’s independent directors as is deemed “appropriate 
under all the circumstances.” “Petitioners virtually ignore this 
provision when they argue that the [supreme] Court should 
interpret section 36(b) to require, in effect, de novo judicial 
review of every fee approval decision for ‘fairness.’” Further, 
the Investment Company Act’s “unique system of fund 
governance” provides that independent directors, rather than 
courts, have the primary responsibility for protecting investors 
from excessive advisory fees. Petitioners “disregard regulatory 
enhancements to mutual fund governance and fee-approval 
decisions that Congress, the [securities and exchange 
Commission], independent directors, and the industry have 
put in place,” the ICI asserts.

Fund Industry is Highly Competitive

Part II of the Brief is devoted to the ICI’s argument that the 
mutual fund industry is a highly competitive industry that 
provides substantial benefits to investors—and thus greater 
judicial intervention is not needed. “It bears emphasis,” the 
ICI asserts, “that petitioners surely have the burden of proving 
that the dramatic departure from settled law that they propose 
is in fact needed. Not only has that case not been made; it is 
refuted by a factual review of the mutual fund industry.” the 
ICI describes how petitioners obscure economic realities by 
focusing narrowly on an adviser’s relationship with a fund 
board, rather than investors, and “likewise mischaracterize 
the mutual fund marketplace.” According to the ICI, various 
studies demonstrate that “[c]ost-conscious investors, with 
a world of information and choices available to them,” are 
responsive to fund fees and “vote with their feet.”

Assets & Investments
seC receives over 100 Comments on 
money market Fund reform Proposal

seC release No. IC-28807 (June 30, 2009); File No. s7-
11-09

the securities and exchange Commission (seC) received 
over 100 comments on its proposed amendments (Proposal) 
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to certain rules governing money market funds (Funds) under 
the Investment Company Act of 1940 (Investment Company 
Act). Among other things, the Proposal would (1) tighten the 
risk-limiting conditions of Investment Company Act rule 2a-7, 
including portfolio quality, maturity, and liquidity requirements; 
(2) require Funds to disclose their portfolio holdings monthly 
on their websites and to the seC; and (3) permit a Fund that 
has “broken the buck”—i.e., re-priced its securities below 
$1.00 per share—to suspend redemptions to allow for the 
orderly liquidation of Fund assets.

the seC sought specific comments on the Proposal itself as 
well as additional comments on more fundamental changes 
to Fund regulation that were not specifically included in the 
Proposal. most commenters supported the seC’s efforts to 
make Funds more resilient to short-term market risks and 
provide greater protections to Fund investors when a Fund is 
unable to maintain a stable net asset value (NAV). some areas 
that received numerous comments included (1) eliminating 
the current amortized cost method of valuing Fund assets 
and moving Funds to a floating NAV; (2) publicly disclosing 
a Fund’s market-based NAV per share (i.e., “shadow” price) 
or market-based prices of its portfolio securities; (3) imposing 
differing liquidity requirements on “institutional” vs. “retail” 
Funds; and (4) the proper role of Fund directors in Fund 
regulation.

the official comment period closed on september 8, 2009.

Floating NAV

Although not specifically part of the Proposal, the seC 
requested comment on whether Funds should be required to 
float their NAV. Currently, Funds are able to use the amortized 
cost method of valuation to maintain a stable $1.00 NAV 
per share. many commenters were strongly opposed to 
eliminating the current amortized cost method of valuing Fund 
assets and moving Funds to a floating NAV. For example, the 
Investment Company Institute (ICI) noted that requiring Funds 
to float their NAVs “would undermine their convenience and 
simplicity and would raise new tax, accounting, operational, 
and legal hurdles that would threaten the continued use” of 
Funds. According to the ICI, a floating NAV would cause 
many investors to migrate over to alternative investment 
products that offer a stable net asset value without the returns 
or regulatory protections that Funds currently provide. this, 
in turn, would increase systemic risk, reduce the supply of 
short-term credit to companies, or severely restrict the supply 
of credit to municipalities, the ICI stated.

Public Disclosure of Market-Based Information

while the Proposal contained specific provisions that 
would require Funds to publicly disclose their portfolio 
holdings monthly, the seC also requested comment on 
whether Funds should publicly disclose a Fund’s shadow 
price or the market-based prices of its portfolio securities. 
Currently, a Fund is required to periodically shadow price its 

portfolio’s amortized cost NAV against the mark-to-market 
NAV. A Fund’s shadow price can fluctuate within a narrow 
range around $1.00 per share. If it falls outside that range, 
the Fund’s board of directors must determine what action, 
if any, should be taken. many commenters were strongly 
opposed to requiring this additional level of disclosure as it 
would be unhelpful and increase systemic risk. For example, 
t. rowe Price Associates, Inc. noted that public disclosure 
of market-based information may unnecessarily confuse and 
alarm investors. It stated that investors may focus on market-
based prices that represent a small percentage of Fund 
assets with minimal impact on the Fund’s NAV, and lead to 
significant Fund redemptions. In addition, goldman sachs 
Asset management, L.P. noted that assuming this information 
were required to be provided as of a month-end period, 
its value to investors during the following month would be 
minimal because the market value of Fund securities would 
fluctuate, if at all, on a daily basis. It stated that investors 
who perceived a difference in NAV between two Funds 
could wrongly assume that the Fund with a lower NAV was 
experiencing a material credit or liquidity problem, potentially 
resulting in destabilizing redemption activity in that Fund as 
well as other Funds.

Differing Liquidity Requirements for Institutional  
vs. Retail Funds

the Proposal would impose differing minimum daily and 
weekly liquidity requirements on taxable Funds based on 
whether they are “institutional” or “retail.” retail taxable Funds 
would be required to invest at least 5 percent of their assets 
in daily liquid assets (i.e., cash, U.s. treasuries, or other 
securities that can be converted to cash within a day) and at 
least 15 percent of their assets in weekly liquid assets (i.e., 
U.s. treasuries or other securities that mature or are subject 
to a demand feature exercisable and payable in five business 
days). Institutional taxable Funds, on the other hand, would 
be subject to a 10 percent daily liquidity requirement and a 
30 percent weekly liquidity requirement.

Although a number of commenters supported some form 
of daily and weekly liquidity requirements for Funds, many 
strongly objected to treating institutional Funds differently 
from retail Funds. For example, the ICI noted that its 
money market working group had considered a similar 
concept and concluded in a report, dated march 17, 2009, 
that the concept was “simplistic, unworkable, and could 
disadvantage both types of investors.” According to the 
ICI, (1) many Funds include a substantial combination of 
both institutional and retail investors that are not easily 
categorized; (2) current economies of scale that result from 
pooling institutional investors with retail investors could be 
lost if Funds, as a practical matter, were forced to segregate 
institutional and retail investors into different Funds; and 
(3) imposing a 30 percent weekly liquidity requirement on 
institutional Funds could incentivize institutional investors 
to seek out alternative products and services that are less 
regulated.
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other commenters also highlighted the unintended 
consequences that could result from differing liquidity 
requirements. For example, J.P. morgan Asset management 
noted that (1) given the adverse impact the higher liquidity 
requirements would have on institutional Fund yields, 
institutional investors who do not seek alternative products 
or services may seek the higher yields retail Funds are able 
to offer, potentially transforming retail Funds into institutional 
Funds; and (2) Funds may be over-classified as institutional in 
order to avoid the risk of being “second-guessed after the fact 
by regulators, plaintiff lawyers and others.”

Role of Directors in Fund Regulation

many commenters raised concerns regarding new 
responsibilities that the Proposal would impose on Fund 
directors. New responsibilities would include (1) determining 
at least annually whether a Fund is an institutional or retail 
Fund and that the Fund or its transfer agent has the capacity 
to redeem and sell its securities at a price based on current 
NAV; (2) adopting procedures for periodic stress testing of 
a Fund’s portfolio and receiving reports following such tests; 
(3) evaluating the creditworthiness of a counterparty to a 
repurchase agreement; and (4) approving a Fund’s liquidation 
if it elects to suspend redemptions.

while many commenters addressing the issue acknowledged 
that approving a Fund’s liquidation was an appropriate 
responsibility of Fund directors, some commenters cautioned 
the seC against turning Fund directors into micromanagers. 
For example, the Independent Directors Council noted that a 
board’s role under a revised rule 2a-7 “should be to provide 
appropriate and meaningful oversight, and not cross the line 
into management of the [F]und.” the Committee of Investment 
management regulation of the New York City Bar noted that 
although a Fund board would be permitted to delegate many 
of its responsibilities under the Proposal, the board would still 
be required to make many determinations that involve directors 
“in a level of [F]und management and operational matters that 
is inconsistent with their oversight role.” As an alternative, it 
suggested that many of these determinations be specified as 
objective requirements that a Fund must comply with in order 
to rely on a revised rule 2a-7, subject to a board’s general 
oversight.

guarantee Program for money market 
Funds expires

Department of the treasury Press release No. tg-293 
(sept. 18, 2009)

the U.s. Department of the treasury (treasury) announced 
that the guarantee Program for money market Funds 
(Program) expired on september 18, 2009. During the 
Program, shareholders of participating money market funds 
were guaranteed to receive $1 per share for each fund share 
they held as of september 19, 2008 and had not redeemed.

According to treasury, the Program was designed to stabilize 
markets and maintain confidence in the money market fund 
industry after “a large money market fun[d]” (i.e., the Primary 
Fund) “broke the buck” in september 2008 (i.e., its net asset 
value fell below $1 per share). only one money market fund 
had previously broken the buck, the Community Bankers U.s. 
government Fund in 1994.

treasury launched the Program on september 19, 2008 
and extended it twice. money market funds could participate 
provided they met the applicable application deadline and 
paid an upfront fee based on the number of shares they had 
outstanding on september 19, 2008. treasury stated that it 
had no losses under the Program and earned approximately 
$1.2 billion in fees.

Bloomberg News
Brokers may Lose $188 Billion of Assets 
this Year, Cerulli says

By Josh Fineman

sept. 11 (Bloomberg) — Brokers including morgan 
stanley smith Barney and UBs Ag may lose a combined 
$188 billion of assets this year as advisers moving to 
independent firms take clients with them, consultant Cerulli 
Associates said.

so-called dually registered advisers, which have 
relationships with broker-dealers, are expected to benefit 
the most, gaining $62 billion in assets, according to a report 
from Boston-based Cerulli. registered investment advisers, 
with no broker-dealer links, may get $50 billion.

Banks and asset managers including Zurich-based UBs 
cut brokers earlier this year as the biggest U.s. stock 
slump in seven decades reduced commissions and fees. 
merrill Lynch & Co. agreed to sell itself to Bank of America 
Corp. last september and morgan stanley purchased a 
controlling stake in Citigroup Inc.’s smith Barney earlier 
this year.

“there was a certain degree of brand erosion, where an 
adviser who was with a large firm before may not have that 
umbrella of credibility given to him by his firm as he had in the 
past,” Cerulli analyst scott smith said in an interview.

the Cerulli estimates were previously reported by wealth-
Bulletin.com, a publication that covers the wealth-management 
industry.

Financial planners typically are paid a fee, usually a fixed 
percentage of managed assets, to watch over a client’s 
money. Brokerages make most of their money from charges 
for buying and selling customers’ securities. they also profit 
when customers buy the firm’s own offerings.
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Switching Jobs

Large brokerage firms manage about half of the industry’s 
$8.2 trillion in assets, according to the report, which estimated 
that a total of about $800 billion in assets will be moved 
to other firms as financial advisers switch jobs. the largest 
brokerages’ share of assets under management is expected to 
drop to 40.7 percent by the end of 2012 from 47.7 percent.

regional firms such us st. Louis-based stifel Financial 
Corp. and Philadelphia’s Janney montgomery scott LLC are 
benefiting as advisers leave the larger brokerages, the report 
said. these firms are now taking brokers that have $500,000 
in revenue, where earlier they were accepting brokers who 
produced about $300,000.

Brokerages employ about 300,000 financial advisers and 
brokers, Cerulli said. the consulting firm estimated that 
10 percent of advisers take new positions annually, meaning 
500 to 600 transfer in any given week.

Almost 30 percent of wealthy clients surveyed withdrew 
assets or left their wealth-management firms in 2008 and 
46 percent lost confidence in their advisers, according to a 
survey by Capgemini and merrill Lynch in June.
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U.s. states seek more Power over money 
managers, replacing seC

By Joshua Gallu

sept. 16 (Bloomberg) — U.s. states are seeking to take over 
a bigger share of investment-adviser oversight as federal 
investigators shift their focus to hedge funds, derivatives and 
developments in the markets.

state regulators want to police investment advisers that 
manage as much as $100 million in assets, Denise Voigt 
Crawford, texas securities commissioner and president of 
the North American securities Administrators Association, 
said in an interview yesterday. the securities and exchange 
Commission oversees investment advisers managing more 
than $25 million.

“the seC has great difficulty overseeing such a large number 
of investment advisers,” Crawford said. “we’re better suited 

for dealing with those that are greater in volume but have 
lower dollar amounts of assets under management. what the 
seC really needs to do is concentrate on the major money 
managers.”

Lawmakers and regulators have called for enhancing 
oversight of money managers after the seC failed to 
detect Bernard madoff’s $65 billion fraud. An expansion 
of states’ jurisdiction over investment advisers may free up 
resources for the seC, which is trying to build expertise 
and overhaul its systems for sorting and investigating 
complaints.

the job of the seC may expand as President Barack 
obama pushes an overhaul of industry regulations and 
proposes giving the agency primary responsibility for 
derivatives tied to equities, including credit-default swaps. 
seC Chairman mary schapiro said June 19 that rules 
governing brokerages and investment advisers should be 
“virtually identical.”

More Power for SEC

the seC, which polices more than 35,000 registrants and 
monitors fraud among all types of investors, may see its 
mandate expand to include hedge funds and equity-linked 
derivatives, enforcement director robert Khuzami said this 
week. the agency must scale back pursuit of “low-risk” cases, 
he said.

the seC’s examination program currently has about 790 staff 
examining approximately 11,000 investment advisers, 8,000 
mutual funds, and 5,000 brokerages. Khuzami said the agency 
will reach out to state regulators for help.

senator Charles schumer, a New York Democrat, said this 
month the seC should be permitted to put the fees and fines 
it collects toward efforts to hire more experienced analysts 
and examiners and update its equipment.

U.s. brokerages are subject to oversight by the Financial 
Industry regulatory Authority, which is funded by securities 
firms and has executives from the companies on its board. 
Finra has said its system should be applied to supervision of 
investment advisers.

that “is simply code for adoption of a lower standard and is 
therefore unacceptable,” Crawford said.

—Editors: Dan Reichl, Steve Geimann
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or amccabe@bloomberg.net.
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Hedge-Fund Proposals Prompt squabbles 
in eU, Questions in U.s.

By Caroline Binham

sept. 17 (Bloomberg) — Plans to regulate hedge funds 
and private equity in the european Union have exposed 
disagreements across the bloc and the U.s., even as 
lawmakers publicly press for greater cooperation.

the current proposals on alternative investment firms would 
damage the hedge-fund industry, Paul myners, the U.K. 
treasury minister who oversees London’s financial district, 
said today. France welcomes most of the plans, drafted in the 
wake of the financial crisis, and germany contends that some 
measures do not go far enough.

“A number of technical and important provisions in the draft 
are either without purpose or if they do have a legitimate 
purpose, are not fit to achieve that purpose,” said myners at a 
conference in London organized by Britain’s Financial services 
Authority and attended by officials from the U.s., France and 
the eU. He called on the industry to lobby lawmakers in other 
european countries.

global lawmakers from the group of 20 Nations will meet 
in Pittsburgh next week to discuss how much progress has 
been made in reforming financial regulation in the wake of the 
worst economic crisis since the great Depression. At their 
last summit in London in April, they agreed that hedge funds 
should come under supervision, and that regulators needed 
to cooperate more.

“there is much that can go wrong if we as regulators do not 
respect our differences while working to forge consistency,” 
said David Vaughan, U.s. securities and exchange Commission 
senior Fellow, at the FsA conference. “we should not impose 
our standards on one another.”

Cap on Borrowing

Around 80 percent of assets under management in europe’s 
hedge-fund industry are managed in the U.K. myners 
detailed his opposition today to proposals that would force 
a cap on how much borrowing funds could use, and on 
forcing private equity firms to disclose their investments. 
the draft rules must be amended before they are passed, 
he said.

“Passions have been running high,” said David wright, 
Director general for Internal markets and Financial services 
at the european Commission, the executive arm of the eU, 
which drafted the fund rules. “the bit I don’t like is when 
comment is tinged with blatant anti-europeanism.” He said it 
was normal that proposals would be amended before being 
passed. the earliest rules could come into force would be 
mid-2012, he said.

german Finance minister Peer steinbrueck said separately in 
Berlin that a “strong lobby” opposes tighter rules on financial 
markets. the City of London is seeking to blunt efforts at new 
financial market rules, he said.

Point of Contention

the biggest point of contention between the French and 
the British on the funds proposals concern so-called 
passporting, myners said. this may help funds move freely 
throughout the eU, with only home-country regulators 
overseeing activities. Non-eU countries where funds are 
based would have to meet stringent requirements on rules 
and taxes.

France is strongly opposed to allowing offshore funds to 
passport, said Jean-Pierre Jouyet, Chairman of France’s 
financial markets regulator.

“we are not seeking to undermine London to profit Paris,” 
said Jouyet. “It is common sense to protect ourselves by 
controlling who comes through the front and back doors.”

the seC’s Vaughan says the draft rules, in their current shape, 
would have a negative effect on U.s. fund managers.

“As a general matter, managers should be able to provide 
services, directly or through a fund, if that manager and the 
fund are willing to be regulated by the investor’s jurisdiction, 
even if the manager’s jurisdiction doesn’t have an equivalent 
regime,” he said.

Need to Register

Hedge-fund managers in the U.s. currently don’t have to 
register with the seC, as they do with the FsA. the two 
agencies pledged yesterday to work more closely and gather 
similar data from hedge funds to assess how much risk their 
failure may pose to the economy.

“we are able and we are ready to discuss and to clarify 
some points if needed,” said Jose Barroso, president of the 
commission, in an interview with Bloomberg television in 
Brussels today.

eU governments and the european Parliament amend draft 
rules drawn up by the european Commission, the eU’s 
executive body. ministers and members of the Parliament 
must agree on a common text before a law can be 
implemented.

Barroso said the commission will next week present formal 
proposals to bolster cooperation among supervisors in the 
27-nation bloc.

—With assistance from Tom Cahill in London and Chris 
Burns in Brussels. Editors: Peter Chapman, Anthony Aarons
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Fidelity, Vanguard said to Plan Backstop 
for money-market Funds

By Christopher Condon

sept. 18 (Bloomberg) — Fidelity Investments and Vanguard 
group Inc. are among U.s. asset managers working on a 
proposal that would provide money-market mutual funds with 
an emergency pool of cash in the event of a run on deposits, 
according to two people who have been briefed on the plan.

Funds participating in the program would pay a fee to a bank, 
called the Liquidity exchange Bank, to build a cash reserve 
that would help them handle investor withdrawals during a 
liquidity crisis like the one last september, the people said. 
the bank could also apply for emergency support from the 
Federal reserve discount window.

Asset managers are preparing the plan as the obama 
Administration considers forcing funds to abandon their 
stable price of $1 a share, a change the firms fear would 
undermine the attractiveness of money market funds, which 
currently hold $3.45 trillion. the President’s working group 
on Financial markets, an advisory body to the white House, 
was also directed by the treasury in June to consider whether 
a privately funded “emergency liquidity facility” for the industry 
is needed.

“this makes sense to the extent that the industry could take 
the wind out of the sails of alternative solutions that are not 
as appealing,” Joan swirsky, an attorney at Philadelphia law 
firm stradley ronon stevens & Young LLP who specializes in 
money-market funds, said in an interview.

Federated Investors Inc. and Baltimore-based Legg mason 
Inc. are helping to shape the industry proposal. spokesmen 
for the asset managers, including Boston-based Fidelity 
and Vanguard in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, declined to 
comment.

Breaking the Buck

the proposal is subject to revisions, said the people who 
asked not to be named because the information wasn’t 
public.

the liquidity bank is designed to provide cash to help 
funds meet redemptions during a run, like the one seen 
last september after the $62.5 billion reserve Primary 
Fund fell below $1 a share because of losses from 
bankrupt Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. Investors reacted 
by withdrawing $133 billion from money funds during the 
next two days.

the program won’t seek to insure money funds against 
losses from defaulted securities, unlike the treasury’s 
emergency program that expires today, one year since its 
inception.

A private liquidity bank “could provide liquidity to a money-
market fund that needs it — an extremely rare occurrence but 
one a handful of funds confronted last september,” Deborah 
Cunningham, Federated’s head of taxable money funds, wrote 
today in a commentary on the Pittsburgh-based company’s 
web site.

—Editors: Rob Williams, Christian Baumgaertel.
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Sept. �, �00� – Sept. 1�, �00�*
No-Action Letter Summary

emeriti Consortium for retirement 
Health solutions (sept. 3, 2009)

the staff issued no-action relief to the emeriti Consortium for retirement Health 
solutions (Consortium) in connection with the offer and sale of certain participation 
interests (Participation Interests) in voluntary employees’ beneficiary association trusts 
(VeBAs). the Consortium noted that its members offer a tax-advantaged program 
(Program) that provides retiree health benefits to former faculty, staff, administrators 
and employees of colleges, universities, and other higher education-related tax exempt 
organizations. the staff previously provided no-action relief in connection with the 
Program on April 7, 2005 and June 16, 2008. the Consortium now proposed to 
expand the types of entities eligible for the Program to include six additional categories 
of education-related organizations (collectively, eligible organizations). specifically, 
the Consortium sought confirmation that the staff would not recommend enforcement 
action if it revised the Program to include eligible organizations without registering the 
Participation Interests under section 5 of the securities Act of 1933 and section 12(g) 
of the securities exchange Act of 1934, and without registering employee-contribution 
VeBAs under section 7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940. Among other things, 
the Consortium analogized the employee-contribution VeBAs and Participation Interests 
to plans and interests established under section 403(b) of the Internal revenue Code 
of 1986, and argued that the staff’s prior positions on 403(b) plans should continue to 
apply to the employee-contribution VeBAs and Participation Interests. Based on the 
Consortium’s representations, the staff granted the requested relief.

* Includes No-Action Letters from the staff of the Division of Investment management that became publicly available during this 
period

Guidance & Interpretation
No-Action Letters
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Track Legislation Short Title Purpose

Hedge Funds
s. 506
sen. Levin (mI)

stop tax Haven Abuse Act to restrict the use of offshore tax havens and abusive tax shelters to 
inappropriately avoid Federal taxation, and for other purposes.

s. 344
sen. grassley (r-IA)

Hedge Fund transparency Act of 
2009

to require hedge funds to register with the securities and exchange 
Commission, and for other purposes.

H.r. 713
rep. Castle (r-De)

Hedge Fund study Act to require the President’s working group on Financial markets to 
conduct a study on the hedge fund industry.

H.r. 712
rep. Castle (r-De)

Pension security Act of 2009 to amend title I of the employee retirement Income security Act of 
1974 to require in the annual report of each defined benefit pension plan 
disclosure of plan investments in hedge funds.

H.r. 711
rep. Capuano (D-mA)

Hedge Fund Adviser registration 
Act of 2009

to amend the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 to remove the 
registration exception for certain investment advisors with less than 
15 clients.

Investment Advisers and Companies
s. 1276
sen. reed (D-rI)

Private Fund transparency Act of 
2009

to require investment advisers to private funds, including hedge funds, 
private equity funds, venture capital funds, and others to register with the 
securities and exchange Commission, and for other purposes.

H.r. 2762
rep. welch (D-Vt)

(No short title) to amend the Internal revenue Code of 1986 to provide that the 
exception from the treatment of publicly traded partnerships as 
corporations for partnerships with passive-type income shall not apply 
to partnerships directly or indirectly deriving income from providing 
investment adviser and related asset management services.

s. 1065
sen. Brownback (r-Ks)

Iran sanctions enabling Act of 
2009

to authorize state and local governments to direct divestiture from, and 
prevent investment in, companies with investments of $20,000,000 or 
more in Iran’s energy sector, and for other purposes.

H.r. 1327
rep. Frank (D-mA)

Iran sanctions enabling Act of 
2009

to authorize state and local governments to direct divestiture from, and 
prevent investment in, companies with investments of $20,000,000 or 
more in Iran’s energy sector, and for other purposes.

s. 44
sen. ensign (r-NV)

(No short title) to amend the Internal revenue Code of 1986 to treat income earned by 
mutual funds from exchange-traded funds holding precious metal bullion 
as qualifying income.

Legislative Tracking
Legislative Activity table 
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Bloomberg Law
Bloomberg Continuing Legal education

Bloomberg NY Ethics Seminar September �00�*

Best Practices for Attorney-Client Communications: 
Ethical Requirements and More

tuesday, september 22, 2009 / 9:00am – 11:20am**
(registration begins at 8:00am)

Venue:Bloomberg • 731 Lexington Avenue at 59th street  
• New York, NY 10022

rsVP: Lisa Cohose at lcohose@bloomberg.net.

BLoomBerg LAw® invites you and the members of 
your firm to attend a CLe program on “Best Practices for 
Attorney-Client Communications: ethical requirements and 
more.” Arnie Herz, Attorney; Founder, Legal sanity® Learning 
Programs and Phil touitou, Partner, Hinshaw & Culbertson 
will discuss:

• Best Practices for effective Communication under 
the NY ethics rules

° Invisible client make angry clients, and angry 
clients are fodder for malpractice and discipline

° How to listen and question in a way that gets 
to what clients really need

° How to tell clients what they need to hear not 
what they want to hear

° Lawyers and clients speak different languages: 
how to translate “lawyerspeak” to “clientspeak”

• Communication & Advertising under the NY ethics 
rules

° Advertising & Disclosure rules

° How to continue communication to clients 
after advertising

mCLe Credits: this course has been approved in accordance 
with the requirements of the New York state CLe Board for 
a maximum of 2 transitional and non-transitional credit hours: 
1.5 ethics, .5 Law Practice management. Please note that 
due to the nature of the presentations, attendance at the 
entire program is required to receive MCLE credit. No pro-
rated MCLE credit will be awarded.

there is no cost to attend the seminar.

*Co-sponsored by the New York County Lawyers’ Association, 
CLE Institute

ACCREDITED PROVIDER STATUS — New York County 
Lawyers’ Association has been certified by the New York 
state Continuing Legal education Board as an Accredited 
Provider of continuing legal education in the state of New York, 
march 8, 2007 – march 7, 2010.

**Note the begin and end times for the program are 
approximate. Please allow for additional time to attend the 
entire program in the event there is a delayed start.
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